
De: "Frontiers Physics Editorial Office" <physics.editorial.office@frontiersin.org>
Asunto: Frontiers: Editorial Board Invitation
Fecha: 12 de agosto de 2013 10:11:12 CDT

Para: tmatos@fis.cinvestav.mx
Responder a: "Frontiers Physics Editorial Office" <physics.editorial.office@frontiersin.org>

Dear Dr Matos,

You have been invited to join the Editorial Board of Frontiers in Mathematical Physics as Review Editor. I saw that you have created an account
with Frontiers but have not accepted or declined the invitation yet.

I am contacting you to confirm whether you are interested or not to participate in the Frontiers Editorial Board, for which you can find more
information below. 

Frontiers as an open-access publisher has introduced the two-stage review process in which reviewers and authors engage in constructive
discussion until a unanimous consensus is reached. Then, reviewers are acknowledged for their hard work and contribution in the published
article.

Best regards,
Despoina Evangelakou, PhD | Editorial Assistant

on behalf of:
Amanda Baker, PhD | Journal Coordinator

Recently, Valeriy V Dvoeglazov invited you to join the Editorial Board of Frontiers in Mathematical Physics as Review Editor. We would like to
confirm whether or not you would be interested in this role. 

As an open access, peer-reviewed publisher, Frontiers ( www.frontiersin.org ) brings an innovative and constructive approach to academic
publishing. Frontiers has been created by scientists for scientists, so that we can take responsibility for how we want our research reviewed and
published. 

As Review Editor, you are essential in safeguarding the peer-review system and controlling the quality of articles published in Frontiers. Your
main role is to certify the validity and accuracy of
publications, and to help authors improve the quality of the research presented. In Frontiers you will experience the first real-time interactive
review system in publishing - it is fast, thorough, and rewarding.

By accepting this position you agree to

1. review 1-5 articles per year,
2. consider submitting one of your own papers to Frontiers,
3. encourage your peers to submit their manuscripts to Frontiers.

To accept this invitation, please click on the following link:

http://www.frontiersin.org/AcceptEditor.aspx?invitationno=c0241f2e-7d98-4a0c-b568-405d94419b0d
(If clicking on the link doesn't work, try copying and pasting it into your browser.)

To decline this invitation, please click here: 

http://www.frontiersin.org/DeclineEditor.aspx?invitationno=c0241f2e-7d98-4a0c-b568-405d94419b0d
(If clicking on the link doesn't work, try copying and pasting it into your browser.)

Please find pertinent information about the Frontiers review and publication processes attached  and click here for a general description of
Frontiers:

http://www.frontiersin.org/about 
(If clicking on the link doesn't work, try copying and pasting it into your browser.)

Frontiers involves neither paperwork, nor complex bureaucratic processes. You are provided with a Web 2.0 Internet management system, which
alerts you to actions required and decisions made. All journal activity is automatically tracked and we have a large team of editorial assistants to
address any questions you may have.

All manuscripts submitted to Frontiers are edited and reviewed by top researchers. Given your expertise, we very much hope that you will
consider becoming involved in this exciting new venture.

Best regards,

Your Frontiers in Physics team
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